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The Channel Walk

(Photos by Brendan McCarthy)

We enjoyed a fine sunny
day for the association’s walk
along the channel on October
11. The walk began at the
outlet of the No 2 tunnel and
followed the channel to the
rear fence of the Dunstans
Flat reserve. At Dunstans
flat the walkers enjoyed a
picnic lunch and a sociable
afternoon.
The
Coliban
Main
Channel
system,
which
brings water from the
Malmsbury Reservoir to
service Castlemaine, Faraday,
Harcourt, Bendigo and even
further north, was built in
1867. To get the water to
flow from Malmsbury to
Faraday two tunnels were
built. No 1 tunnel passes
through an ironstone hill 4.8
km from Malmsbury. Then
an inverted siphon carries
the water across the valley
of Back Creek at Taradale.
At 29 km from Malmsbury
the aqueduct splits, with
one branch going northwest
to Harcourt and the other
going northeast around the
back of Mount Alexander and
on to Bendigo. The Harcourt
branch passes through No 2
tunnel which is about 3 metres
in diameter. It was developed
from four shafts which were
sunk at equal distances along
so that the tunnel could be
driven north and south on
eight different faces. 240 men
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were employed on this section
of the channel contract through
Faraday.
At the north end of the tunnel,
where we began our walk, the
water divides again with one
channel going to Harcourt and
the other running along the
south side of Expedition Pass
Reservoir. The reservoir was
fed from this channel through

a series of granite drops within
Dunstans flat, however most of
the time it was intended that
the reservoir gathered water
from its own catchment area.
Construction
of
the
Malmsbury Reservoir and the
channel system led to a lot of
controversy at the time. The
original estimates for the works
were seriously underestimated
by Mr. Christopherson who
was in charge of the work for
the government. Mr. Porter,
the contractor for No 2 tunnel,
was able to claim a number of
variations and obtain payment
for work which was not carried
out including granite and brick
linings for the tunnel. It emerged
later that he had a relationship
with Christopherson and had
previously loaned him money,
an amount equal to three
years’ wages. Christopherson
left Victoria and became
superintendent of the Hobart
waterworks, where in 1879
he was sentenced to jail for
stealing books and instruments
from his employer.
We admired the granite
arch which forms the northern
portal of the tunnel and the
deep channel which leads
from the tunnel out on to more
open ground. We examined
the drill holes that were used
for explosives, still evident in
the granite. Further along we
saw several large eastern long
necked turtles in the channel
water.
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Karl Zornik

Karl Zornik passed away on
22nd October following two
years of periodic hospital
admissions.
He
resisted
permanent nursing home care,
and spent the time between
admissions at home, until the
day before be left us.
I don’t recall precisely
when we first met Karl, but it
would have been something
like ten years ago. As a fiercely
independent man he was
accustomed to living alone.
He called down one day,
with a form to fill in, and a Stat.
Dec. to be witnessed. He was
ever so grateful, and of course
he expected to pay!
It was easy to warm to Karl
and us locals became his close
friends. We were the ‘plumber’,
the ‘pilot’, the ‘mechanic’, the
‘kiwi’ and my wife-- simply
‘missus’. And many others.
Friday evenings at his place
became regular affairs. He was
not averse to a ‘social drink’,
and his homemade slivovic
was legendary.
As the strong liquids
heightened
senses
and
massaged the tongues, the
stories flowed freely.
We would sample salamis,
and Karls’ special pickles and
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olives, while solving the woes
of the world.
Karl never married, but was
not unfamiliar with love or its
pleasures.
He was a likeable larrikin,
and recounted stories of
conquests
and
former
triumphant dealings. Yet he
was far too trustworthy to do
any harm to others.
Karl was one of the
foundation
members
of
our
Faraday
Community
Association, having attended
the first informal meeting.
He was renowned for his
love of animals, which he often
thought were kinder than
some people. His productive
vegetable patch and olive grove
were his favourite hobbies.
And he shared all the produce:
olives, zucchinis, garlic, onions,
tomatoes and all kinds of fruit
from his orchard.
He enjoyed his long morning
walks, even well after he turned
eighty; sharing shopping trips
to Bendigo, including visiting
his ‘friend’ Dan Murphy.
Karl held unshakeable views
on life’s morals and ethics. He
saw no need for a god in his
life; no point to explore the
unknown.
His personal beliefs required
no divine inspiration. His wish
was that we should respect that
view whenever we recall his
life. And we do.
(Karl was ‘member-profiled’
in our Faraday Farrago #19,
August 2013)
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A Morel Dilemma in
Faraday?

decades that the prized morel
could be found locally, but just
where, has remained as guarded
a secret as some masonic rituals,

Amongst the mysterious
world of edible fungi, perhaps
the most highly prized example
is the morel.
Morchella elata and other
variants of the black morel
mushroom grow in discrete
micro-regions of Victoria, but

or the mysteries of the ‘da Vinci
Code.’
It can, however, be divulged
that those pictured were
sourced in the Faraday vicinity
and devoured by several locals
in early September, on the

Faraday morel gatherers, circ 1974

their exact locations are rarely
disclosed.
Considered right up there
with truffles, these exquisite
morsels are a rare delicacy to be
savoured discretely.
Rumours have abounded for
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mutual understanding that
their exact location would not
be disclosed.
A few general clues for
would-be-morel-hunters can be
divulged.
There is a very short window

of opportunity as morels only
appear in the early spring;
generally during September or
October.
Their usual habitat is in
lightly wooded areas of granitic
land, and hence they are never
found in the ‘lizard country’
west of our north-south ‘ridge.’
They mature rapidly and
are best picked when young
as they attract insects, which
rapidly decay them as they age
and darken.
Some sources suggest they
appear following recent fire,
however this is not established
definitively.
After more than forty years
of rumours of local finds,
confirmation has come only
last month!
Way back then, there was,
and still is, a particular spot in
north-western Victoria where
they are regularly found. Of
course it was (is) illegal to pick
them, but unrealistic to get
innocent kids to toss those they
have collected away!
On a recent blog site, one
hopeful divulged he had found
a patch of morels in the USA
and posted the question: ‘Can
someone tell me if these are
edible?’
The
answer
from
an
experienced mycologist was:
‘You tell me where you found
them and I’ll tell you if they’re
edible!!’
So the morel of this story, if
there is one, is to keep searching,
enjoy these delicacies, and
don’t tell anyone!!
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LIST OF MEMBER’S GOODS AND SERVICES
Support these members who support our Association
Terry Collins

Plumber

0438 504 353

Ray Fowler

Master Painter

5474 3109

Matthew Hough

Elphinstone Firewood Supplies

0458 387 378

Rev. Mark Dunn (Uniting Church)
Gary Hotchin

Marriage Celebrant, the setting is your choice
Bricklayer and Fencing

Bianca Joyce

http://thoroughbredsoffthetrack.com.au

J & P Leishman

Olive oil, electric and general rural fencing,
agricultural consultant

Brendan McCarthy

0409 009 443
0413 599 984
5657 3302

0427 931 391

Photographer

0402 077 137

Simon Moten

Sanctuary Hill Wines

0447 733 242

“Mister Workman” (Grant)

Home handyman services: carpentry, building,
painting, landscape design

0414 269 842

Anthea Matley
Adrian Slee

V.R. Builders

Granite Springs Olive oil
Electrical Contractor

House building, renovations

5474 2601

0419 133 637

0409 858 881

Any financial member may have their goods and services listed free in each issue. Please contact The Editor: 5474
2601 or email: faradayfarrago@yahoo.com.au.

“Faraday Frolics”
Member’s Annual Christmas Function
You’re Invited
Where:

Dunstans Flat

When:

Saturday 5 December 2015

Time:

From 6pm onwards

Hot food provided, but please bring chairs and drinks.
Marquee will be raised for the occasion
Faraday Rainfall— ’.....the tide is out....’
To end Oct 2015
312mm
40 year average to end Oct
605mm

Copies of our history book “Kidnapped By
Time” are available for purchase. An ideal gift for
Christmas. Only $30.00. Please phone Anthea on
0354742601 for your copies.

Please direct correspondence to PO Box 257 Chewton 3451 or to our email address: faradayfarrago@yahoo.com.au.
Web address http://faradayfarrago.wordpress.com attention The Editors.
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